How To Use This Book
Thanks for downloading the Dolly Delicacies Sewing Guide. The articles in this guide are placed in the order in which I
thought of and wrote them, so new material will always be at the end of the book. The Table of Contents is also at the end of the
book, so that it will always be the latest version.
Old versions of Dolly Delicacies patterns attempted brief explanations of sewing basics in footnotes. Current versions will contain
terms in boldface which you will able to look up in the index of this guide for more information.
If you’re maintaining a printed copy of this guide, simply find the page where new material starts and print only those pages to the
end with the updated index. If you’re using it in its digital form, I suggest deleting previous versions of the guide each time you
update to avoid to confusion.
The latest version can be found at http://DollyDelicacies/sewing-guide.
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Printing Patterns
Dolly Delicacies patterns are delivered in PDF format, primarily because a PDF file can maintain the exact size of pattern pieces
when printed.
Depending on the program and setup you are using to view and print PDF files, directions can vary slightly, so what I tell and show
you might not be exactly what you see on your screen, but it should be close enough for us to muddle through.
When viewing a pattern in your PDF viewer, you should see a printer icon somewhere on the page. If not, the print dialog can
always be accessed under “File” which is in the
top-left corner of your screen. When you select
“Print,” a dialog box will appear that may look
something like this:
The important thing to keep in mind, in order to
get your document to print at the correct size, is
to make sure that, under “Size Options,” you
have selected something like “actual size” or
“page scaling: none.”
If you print your pattern page and it doesn’t
come out the right size, it is probably because a
setting has been selected that shrinks or
expands the PDF image to fit the page “better.”
If the options are correctly selected to print it at
actual size, you shouldn’t have a problem.
I’ve had a few customers ask me about paper
size. I use American standard 8.5” x 11” letter
size paper. Size A4 paper should work fine.
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Tip: You may choose to save paper by only
printing the pattern pieces, then following the
instruction pages on your screen. In the print
dialog box, there’s a section to set which pages
to print. The default setting is “All.” You will
have to page through the document to find
out which page(s) contains the pattern pieces,
as this will vary from pattern to pattern,
though it is usually the last page.
Tip: If this is a pattern you will use over and
over, consider printing a copy of the pattern
pieces on light cardstock. Once they’re cut out
in cardstock, you can easily trace around them
onto paper for new copies on the fly, or even
right onto the fabric.
Storage Tip: My favorite way to store these
patterns is to keep the instructions and pieces
all in one clear plastic sheet protector, and
store all the sheet protectors in a 3-ring
binder. If I don’t print out the instructions, I
like to at least print the first page with the title
and picture to identify the pattern.
I’ve also started keeping my finished garments in these binders with plastic sleeves. They get fat fast, but if I keep one for each doll,
I have quick and easy access to their clothes, and they don’t get mixed up.
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Grain and Layout
Like wood, fabric has a grain. And because of this aspect of its structure, the way we lay out our pieces and cut them out matters.
A few terms:
Selvedge: The selvedge edge is what runs along the
length of the fabric on each side of it. It’s different
from the rest of the fabric, often a little thicker or
stiffer, sometimes it’s not printed or has writing
printed on it. You can think of the selvedges as the
fabric’s margins.

Lengthwise Grain: These are the threads that run
parallel to the selvedges along the length of your
fabric. If you bought half a yard of fabric, this length
is half a yard (18”) long. The lengthwise grain is very
stable. When a garment is cut out with the lengthwise
grain running straight up and down its pieces, it will
hang straight when worn. If the pieces are not
aligned with grain, the garment may twist around the
wearer. (This is often not a big problem in doll
clothing where the pieces are small and the wearer is
not particularly active, but the concept is good to
know.)
Crosswise Grain: The crosswise grain runs perpendicular to the selvedges, across the width of the fabric. If you take the fabric
between your thumbs and tug on it, you’ll find a bit more stretch or give along the crosswise grain than along the lengthwise grain.
That’s one way to tell the difference if you have a small piece of fabric without a selvedge. Most fabrics you will buy and use for doll
clothes will be between 42”-45” wide.
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Bias: We’ve talked about the lengthwise (up and down) and crosswise (across the width) grains of the fabric. Bias is the diagonal.
If you stretch the fabric along the diagonal, you’ll find that it has a lot of stretch. It also drapes differently. Garments pieces are
sometimes cut on the bias because they need to stretch in a certain way, such as wrapping a bias strip around a curved apart of the
design, or because the garment needs to drape. The cowl neckline on a blouse is an example of using bias for drape.
How to lay out the pattern with respect to grain
Every pattern piece should have a
grainline. One good way to make sure
the pattern grainline is aligned with the
actual grain of the fabric is to use a tape
measure and the selvedge edge.
• Pin the top of the pattern piece to
the fabric.
• Measure from the top of the
grainline to the selvedge with a
ruler or tape measure.
• Measure from the bottom of the
grainline to the selvedge.
• Adjust the bottom edge to match
the top measurement, and pin in
place.
• When the piece is the same
distance from the selvedge on the
top and bottom, it’s parallel and
“straight on grain.”
• Even if a piece is cut on the bias,
the grainline will always be
placed on the lengthwise
grain.
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Place on fold: This is pretty self-explanatory. Most fabrics, when purchased, are folded down the length. Sometimes an edge of a
pattern piece will indicate that it should be placed on the fold. Pin the piece to the fabric such that the edge is flush with the fold. If
there’s fabric peeking out from between the edge and the fold, you’ll end up cutting a larger piece than you intend. Cut through
both layers of fabric and do not cut the edge on the fold. You should end up cutting out a symmetrical piece. If you have a scrap of
fabric without a fold, just fold your scrap along its lengthwise grain.

With nap: This is not something I
write on my patterns, but it’s a sewing
need-to-know. The term “nap” comes
from fuzzy fabrics like corduroys and
velvets. Imagine petting a cat and
stroking the fur in one direction. Then
do it backward. You’re pushing the hair
up and it looks different. If you do that
to corduroy, some velvets, furs, and
other fabrics, there’s a definite
difference in the effect. Some fabrics
look different just hanging in opposite
directions, even without an actual fuzzy
nap. And, of course, some prints have a
definite “this side up” direction to them.
When you have this situation with your
fabric, it’s important to make sure to lay
out all your pieces in the same direction.
Personally, I’m just in the habit of doing
this all the time, unless it REALLY saves
fabric to turn a piece upside down.
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Right Side, Wrong Side, Right Sides Together
This is really simple. When we talk about fabric and garment pieces, rather than inside/outside or front/back, we use the terms
right side and wrong side of the fabric.
The right side is the printed side, the fuzzy side, the design side…whatever. The side of the fabric you want to show on the outside
of the garment.
The wrong side is just the side that’s not the right side.
Some fabrics will be pretty much the same on both sides. If you seriously can’t tell the difference, then it doesn’t really matter.
When I worked in fabric, I often had people ask me which side of the fabric was the right side. The answer is, “whichever you like
best.” A “wrong side” often turns out to be more interesting or more appropriate to your desired outcome (less shiny, for example),
so don’t be afraid to use whatever side you choose. Just remember what you chose and be consistent when sewing up.
Most sewing is done right sides together. So imagine you
have the front of a skirt and the back of a skirt. When you line
up the side seams to sew them, you do it with the right sides
of the fabric facing each other. They’re on the inside of the
skirt. The wrong sides are on the outside of the garment
when you sew. After you sew the seams, you’ll turn the
garment right side out so that the print is on the outside and
the unprinted side and the seams are on the inside, and
everything’s all clean and pretty.
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Seam Allowance
Seam allowance is the bit of fabric allowed in a pattern for sewing up. The bit of fabric between the needle and the cut edge of the
fabric. You have to have some fabric to sew into, with enough allowed beyond that so it doesn’t all unravel on you. And if you don’t
allow for that in the pattern and it’s just cut to the body measurements, the fabric you take up in sewing it will make the garment
too small. Hence the seam allowance.
It’s important to learn to maintain a consistent seam allowance when sewing because if you start getting off, not only can you end
up with wavy, crooked-looking seams, but you’ll change the fit of the finished garment by taking up too much or too little fabric.
The standard seam allowance in most patterns you’d
pick up in the fabric store (in the US) to sew for
yourself is 5/8”. When sewing, you maintain that by
looking—not at the needle, but—at the edge of the
fabric. There’s a line on the sewing machine for a 5/8”
seam allowance, and if you just keep the edge of the
fabric on that line as you sew, you get a 5/8” seam.

Dolly Delicacies patterns use a much smaller seam
allowance because the clothes are so tiny—there’s just
not room for more. The seam allowance is usually 1/4”,
but check the directions in your pattern to be sure. 1/4”
is pretty small. On a lot of machines, it’s the distance
from the needle to the edge of your presser foot. The
presser foot on my machine (a Bernina) is bigger than
1/4”. I have a special foot, often referred to as a
“patchwork foot” which provides me with a 1/4” seam
allowance. These are popular with quilters and your
machine dealer should be able to tell you if one is
available for your machine. Another thing you can do
is to measure from the needle out 1/4” and lay down a
strip a masking tape on the machine to act as a
guideline for your sewing.
© Susan Bischoff 2017
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Basting
When I started sewing, my mom made me baste EVERY SINGLE SEAM. True story. She
was schooled in the belief that you should never sew with pins. So basically, I was sewing
the whole garment twice, once by hand, once on the machine, only in steps where the
hand stitches had to be removed in between.
Wait, I'm taking a moment to marvel that I continued sewing.
Now I'm not asking you to do that because a) that's crazy (sorry, Mom), and b) the seams
on doll clothes are so little that they rarely even need pins, let alone basting. Just line 'em
up and sew 'em.
BUT!
There are times when the fact that the garment is very tiny is working against you,
especially in tiny curves or tiny places where you have a few pieces coming together. You
go to the sewing machine and the little bit of twisted fabric in your hands that is
supposed to be something just does not want to stay lined up when you try to get it
flattened out under the presser foot, and suddenly your fingers are 5 times bigger than
you thought they were and all made out of thumbs.
When you run into those situations in which is
seems impossible to hold things together and get them into the machine to sew them,
first, stop. Take a breath. Step away from the machine and put down whatever sewingroom weapon you were planning to use to bludgeon the machine or shred the garment.
You have a lot more control over the garment when it's in your hands, so just hand sew it.
Use thread in a contrasting color so it's easy to see and pull out later if you want. Take big
stitches, just enough to hold things together for you. Then go back to the machine and try
again.
If you still can't manipulate the fabric under the machine, even with everything already
secured in place, just switch to matching thread in your hand needle and secure the seam
with small, neat stitches. Then remind yourself that hand sewing is a hallmark of the finest quality garments.
© Susan Bischoff 2017
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Clipping Curves and Corners
Clipping curves:
The short version:
When you sew a curved seam, you need make a series of clips into the seam allowance, perpendicular to the seam.
The longer version with the why:
You know how, on a race track, the distance is shorter on the
inside lane than the outside lane? That’s also true for things
like necklines and armholes. So imagine that you have a
neckline that has sort of a U shape to it. You run a line of
stitches 1/4” away from the edge of the fabric. Because that
stitching line is deeper into the shape, it’s actually a longer
line than the edge of the fabric.
Now think of the finished garment. You’ve got your U-shaped
neckline edge (where your stitches are). In X-ray vision, you
can see your seam allowance on the inside. But now the edge
of the fabric is deeper into the shape. So when you turn the
garment right side out, you’re asking a line that is actually
shorter to stretch out and become actually longer. How does
that happen?
You make a series of short, vertical clips into the seam
allowance, perpendicular to the stitching line.
When you turn the garment, those clips spread out into V-shaped spaces, and that line that was the edge of the fabric lengthens,
allowing you to have a nice, smooth curved seam, with no bunched up seam allowance underneath.
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Clipping corners:
Here’s the why: when you sew a corner, it’s kind of a similar idea to
the curve thing—only opposite. There’s more fabric in the seam
allowance than there’s room for on the inside when you turn it right
side out. You need to clip some of the seam allowance away to
reduce the bulk when you turn.
As to the how, there’s not a lot to it. I usually clip straight across the
point, 1/8” from where the stitching makes the corner. Sometimes I
also taper and trim away some of the seam allowance leading up to
and away from the corner. The important thing is not to cut too close
to the stitches or you might end up with fraying and holes.

Tip:
If you’re having trouble with fraying, with bits of thread coming
through your stitching when you turn to the right side, it could be
that your stitch length is too long. Try dialing down to smaller
stitches, especially around a corner.
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Turning a sleeveless bodice
esigns involve a technique in which you sew a lining (or facing) at the neckline
n
and armholes
Some of my favorite sleeveless dress designs
in the first steps.. Then you turn the garment by pulling the back bodice pieces through the shoulders. This provides a really nice
finish for the neckline and armholes, but turning that little bodice is often the most challenging part o
off the whole garment.
The following example shows a one-piece
piece bodice and lining. The large, lower piece is the front bodice. It extends upward over the
shoulders. The two upper pieces are the two halves of the back bodice that will eventually be joined with snaps or Velcro.
The neckline, armholes, and back seams have already been sewn, and the curves and corners have been clipped.
A loop turner, latch hook tool, or small crochet
hook can help with this, but my favorite tool is
a pair of needle
needle-nosed jeweler’s pliers.
To turn, reach into the front of the bodice
bodice,
inserting the pliers between the outer fabric
and lining layers. Push your tool through the
shoulder area and catch a corner of the back
bodice.

Pull the back of the bodice through the shoulder area and through the front. Repeat for
the other side.
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When the garment is turned and pressed, it has nice, smoothly finished armholes. The
middle shape is the neckline and the half-circles on each side are the armholes. When it’s
folded over at the shoulders, the side seams will match up for sewing and it will be a lined
bodice.
The most difficult part of this
(after wrapping your brain
around it), is just being gentle
when pulling the fabric. Even
though I’ve done this a lot,
sometimes I get impatient
and tear the fabric. When that happens, I usually just cut out another
one and start over. If you find you just can’t pull it through, try going
back to start and trimming a little of the seam allowance to reduce
bulk.
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Seam Finishes
You will often find a direction “finish seams as desired.”
Finishing seams is what you do to them so the fabric doesn’t unravel. If you’re using a good quality quilter’s cotton, you probably
won’t need to worry about finishing the seams. But if you are making doll garments to sell, finishing seams on the inside is
something some customers will look for as a mark of professional quality.
Seams that do not show, such as
those that are completely contained
within a lining, can and should be left
alone, as many seam finishes add
bulk. And bulk is the archenemy of
the doll clothier.
Liquid fray preventative: That’s
the generic term. I’m talking about
things like Fray Check, Fray Blok, etc.
This is a clear liquid you can buy at a
fabric store that’s essentially a light
glue. Fray Check will add stiffness to
the fabric and is sometimes visible as
a dusty whiteness on dark fabrics.
Pinking shears: These are the
scissors with blades that create a zigzag cut into the fabric. If you want to
use these, you will need to buy the
more expensive type for fabric, and
not the kind for paper sold in the
scrapbooking department. The edge
is kind of pretty, but I don’t think it’s
the most effective method for fray
prevention and don’t recommend it.
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Overlock/Serger: This is a special machine that’s basically just for finishing seams. It’s what’s used in the garment industry for
seam finishing, using 3-5 different threads to wrap the edge of the fabric. Good sergers are available for home sewing at reasonable
prices, and if you want to invest in one and learn how to use it, more power to you. Many home sergers wind up unused because
people find them very difficult to thread, however, and most doll clothiers don’t really require one because our seams are so short
and don’t get much wear—hardly worth finishing in the first place. I’d say consider this only if you are sewing A LOT of doll clothes
for sale.
Mock overlock stitch: Your regular sewing machine may have a stitch that is intended to mimic the stitching of a serger. Check
your sewing machine’s manual for more information.
Zig-zag stitch: This is the one that basically everyone can do. It’s not super fancy, but it does the job and does it well. Experiment
with length and width until you get a stitch that looks pleasing to you. Having a short stitch length, like a satin stitch (zig-zagging
threads very close together), may look really nice, but also uses a lot of thread and may create bulk you don’t want.
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Topstitching
Topstitching is basically decorative stitching that shows on the outside of the garment. You often see topstitching outlining seams
of button plackets, necklines, collars, waistbands, pockets, etc. It is usually done 1/16”-1/8” away from the edge of the part being
topstitched.
In doll clothing, topstitching sometimes adds an extra bit of security against fraying when seam allowances are small, and can
sometimes be used to beat down bulk.
Topstitching done well can really add to the
appearance of a garment, making it look
cleaner, sharper, more professional, and
more “real” (less like just a doll dress). But
done poorly, it can really detract.

Tip #1: Practice
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Tip #2: Buy a special foot. Most machines have guide feet available for certain applications that can really help with topstitching.
If there’s no “topstitching” foot available for your machine, ask about a foot for blind-hemming, which usually has a small guide
bar attached to it. Remember that, on some machines, you may be able to change your needle position so that you can change
where you’ll be sewing with respect to the guide attached to the foot.

Tip #3: Watch your stitch length.
Stitches that are obviously long not only
look cheap (this is often seen on less
expensive garments because long
stitches allow the operators to sew
faster), but they throw off the scale of
your doll clothes. The bulk of what
you’re sewing will often make a
difference in your stitch length. Your
machine feeds more slowly when sewing
over bulky areas, making the stitching
come out very short. Consider dialing
your stitch length a little longer to
compensate when sewing over a bulky
part, then dialing back down to
continue.
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Understitching
Understitching is sort of like topstitching, but done only on the inside of the
garment. It is usually seen on facings, and sometimes on linings. It’s purpose
is to keep the facing or lining from rolling to the front and showing on the
outside of the garment. It is especially useful on synthetic fabrics that can’t
be easily pressed into shape, and on garments and fabrics where you
wouldn’t want stitches to show on the outside, such as the neckline of a satin
evening gown.
Understitching needs to be done early in the garment process, before the

garment is too closed up to reach the area that
needs stitching.
Spread the garment flat and right side up, with
the seam to be understitched centered between
your hands. Keep the outer garment fabric under
your left hand, and the lining or facing under your
right. Make sure all the seam allowance fabric is
pressed to the right side, under the lining or
facing.
Basically what you’re doing is sewing the seam
allowance to the lining or facing, sewing as close
to the actual seam as you can. If your machine
allows, you can use a topstitching foot with the
guide placed in the seam (“in the ditch”) and the
needle moved one position to right of center.
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Gathering
Sometimes referred to as “ruffling,” gathering a way of making a larger piece meet up with a smaller piece. Picture a full skirt
meeting a tiny waist. It’s also used in ruffles, full sleeves, etc.
In gathering, a line (or two) of stitching is sewn into the single layer of fabric to be gathered. This can be done by hand or by
setting your sewing machine to its longest stitch length. Try to keep your gathering stitches within the seam allowance so they
won’t be seen later.
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Lay out the smaller garment piece right side up and
place the larger garment piece on top of it. Match each
end of the seam line and pin in place, inserting the
pins perpendicular to the seam.
On one end, take the threads from the gathering
stitches and wrap them around the pin in a figure-8
motion. This will lock that end in place.
On the other end, separate the two threads (the needle
and bobbin threads) and pull on one (the bobbin
thread is slightly easier, if you can tell the difference).
As you pull the thread with one hand, use the other to
push the fabric back and scrunch it up in to gathers.
When the larger piece is the same length as the
smaller piece, pick up both threads and wrap them
around the pin at the end.
Now spread the gathers around so that they’re even all
the way across the seam, meaning no bunch of gathers
here, “bald” spot there. Add more pins as necessary to
hold everything in place.
When you sew the seam, leave the gathered piece on the top so you can watch what you’re doing and remove the pins before you
get to them.
Tip #1: If you have a long span to work on (especially in a human garment), consider gathering in sections. Run gathering stitches
between match points, breaking at each match point, and using pins at each match point as anchors instead of just at each end.
This will probably not be necessary for doll clothes.
Tip #2: If you have a larger seam allowance and have the space, run two lines of gathering stitches, about 1/8” apart. Pull both
threads at once. This keeps your gathers more even and gives you a back up if a thread breaks while pulling.
Tip #3: If you do a lot of gathering, especially if you make a lot of dresses for sale, consider investing in a special foot. Ask your
machine dealer about a ruffler attachment. They’re a bit expensive but really nifty and save a lot of time and effort.
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Backstitching/Backtacking
Sew a little seam, then take it out and try to pull the pieces apart. See
how you can start to pull it apart at the start and ending points?
Backtacking is done to lock the stitching in place at the beginning and
end of a seam line.
When you start a seam, take two or three stitches, stop, set the machine
to reverse, take two or three stitches backward to the beginning, stop,
take the machine out of reverse and sew the seam. Stop at the end, set
the machine for reverse, take two or three stitches backward, stop, take
the machine out of reverse and go forward to the end. You’ve backtacked
the beginning and end of the seam.

Backtacking can get to be a habit, but it does not need to be done for any
seam where another seam line will cross over. In those cases, the
crossing seamlines will generally hold things in place.
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Hemming
Hemming is basically the act of folding the edge of a garment (or other item) and sewing that folded edge in place. With respect to
garments, we’re usually referring to the lower edge like the bottom of the skirt or pant leg.
There are a lot of different ways to hem—some are sewn by hand, some are decorative… I’m just going to give you a few examples
of hems you might start with and how to make them.
Basic
The most basic hem involves simply folding the edge of the garment to
the inside and running a line of stitching across it. You may wish to
finish the fabric edge before turning it.
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Narrow rolled
1.
Without
turning or folding
anything, sew a line
of stitches 1/4”
away from the edge
of the fabric.
2.
Turn up the
hem using your line
of stitching as a
guide. The stitches
should be just
inside the garment,
not showing on the
outside, when
pressed in place.
3.
Trim away
the fabric to within 1/8” of the stitching line.
4. Turn the fabric to the inside again, using the newly cut edge as a guide. Sew this folded edge in place to finish the hem.
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Lace-edged
With the fabric right side up, line up the fabric edge with the upper edge of the lace and sew across.
Turn this little seam to the inside. On the outside, topstitch in place.

Tip #1: If you have a guide foot like the ones discussed for topstitching, those are often helpful for some hems.
Tip #2: Especially if you make a lot of dresses, a foot designed to make narrow rolled hems may be very useful. Ask your sewing
machine dealer about what’s available for your machine. Each foot will produce a hem of a different width. The foot is
equipped with a curl of metal into which the fabric is fed, which rolls the fabric right before it goes under the needle. It takes
a little practice to learn to use these feet, but they produce a lovely hem in one step.
Tip #3: Many machines now include a “blind-hemming stitch.” Using this stitch is a technique which requires a little practice,
and it’s one I don’t often find use for in doll clothing. If you’re interested, check your machine’s manual for more
information.
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Elastic in Casing
One way to do a casing with elastic is to thread the elastic through after you make the casing. Making the casing is done in much
the same way you'd hem something, by folding over the edge and sewing it in place. The space between the fold and your stitching
line is the casing where the elastic goes. After the casing is done, you cut the elastic to the proper length and thread it into the
space. You can attach a safety pin to the end of the elastic so that you have something to hold onto when you push it through. For
doll clothes, I love to use a large-eye darning needle when I do this.
Sometimes I like put the elastic into the casing as I sew it. Here's my
method:
Mark the length of elastic you need on the elastic, but don’t cut it.
Prepare the casing by finishing the edge as desired, then folding the
fabric as recommended in the pattern and press in place (as you
might prepare a basic hem).

Fold the elastic under the casing, tacking the end of it to the seam
allowance to hold it in place.
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Sew across the casing as usual, just take care not to let the needle hit
the elastic.
Because you have more elastic than you need, you can sew right over
your mark and not worry about bunching up the fabric as you sew.
When you get to the end of the casing, pull the elastic through the
casing, until the mark appears at the edge. Then tack that end in place
with a few stitches. You can now trim off the excess elastic.

More often than not, I sew the casing first, and then thread the elastic
through with a darning needle. But I still use the trick of marking the
elastic and keeping the excess, then cutting off the excess after it’s
tacked in place.
Sometimes when you cut the elastic first, you lose control of it while
it’s going through the casing—the needle comes unthreaded or you
somehow lose the end of it, it snaps back and gets lost in the casing,
and you have to start over. Not cutting it first eliminates that
problem.
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Darts
Darts are small, diagonal seams that take up little triangles of fabric on order to shape a garment. You will probably most often
find them on female bodices and skirts since women are...shapely.
Since a dart is a triangle, it is marked at three points, the two lower endpoints which are generally at the edge of the piece and an
apex point. I like to mark the lower endpoints on the pattern with little T-shaped marks (notches) and the apex with a dot (hole)
inside a circle.
When transferring these marks
to the fabric, I snip into the
(notches) and mark the hole
with a pencil or, more often,
poke a small hole in the fabric
with a darning (large, blunt)
needle.
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To sew the dart, fold the fabric so that the two
notches match, and so that the apex mark lies on
the fold. You're going to start at the matched
endpoints and sew toward the fold at an angle, but
you're going to a point BEYOND the mark, rather
than sewing to the mark. This is the way it's
regularly done in the garment industry, so that
whatever mark you made disappears into the dart
on the inside of the garment. (Unless you marked
white fabric with a black Sharpie®. No hiding
that!)

*On Dolly Delicacies patterns, the rule is always to
sew to about 1/8" beyond the mark.*
Be sure to backstitch, especially at the apex of the
dart, hand tie a knot with your thread tails when
you finish sewing to ensure the dart doesn't ravel
out or show loose stitching.
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Sewing with Knit Fabrics
Knit fabrics make a lot of sewing enthusiasts run scared. Not to alarm you, but I don’t think this is entirely unfounded. Sewing
with knits isn’t actually hard, but it is different. You have to learn a few things, and you may have to adjust your technique. Once
you do that, you should be able to sew knits with no problem.
Where should I start?
Why is it different?
Short answer: stretch.
A knit fabric stretches along its crosswise grain. (Remember lengthwise and crosswise grains? Crosswise is across the width, from
selvedge to selvedge.) How much the fabric stretches varies. Sometimes fabric stretches more because of fiber content: fabrics
made of spandex fiber, or blended with spandex (brand name Lycra®), tend to be stretchier than, say, cotton and polyester fabrics
without spandex. Some spandex fabrics are “4-way stretch,” meaning that they stretch on both the lengthwise and crosswise
grains. Those are excellent for garments that need to mimic the body’s movements, like swimwear, dancewear, and fitness apparel.
But since our dolls are a bit restricted in their movements, we’re not going to worry too much about how much our fabric stretches,
and we’ll just use what we like the look of.
You know how woven fabrics are made—by laying out yarns in one direction, and then weaving yarns in another direction. All
these yarns are separate lengths, woven together. If you knit, you know that knitted fabrics are created with a single yarn,
manipulated in a series of interlocking loops.
If you make a hole in woven fabric, the yarns are broken in the location where the hole is. It may continue to fray, as the broken
yarns have weakened the weave in that area, but it’s nothing like what happens when you snag a nylon stocking. Where woven
fabrics fray, knits can run.
So that brings me to my first change to consider…
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Special needles
There are two basic types of needle points: sharp and ballpoint. Sharps are used for woven fabrics. They pierce right into the
fabric. A ballpoint needle is rounded. When it plunges into the fabric, it sort of pushes aside whatever yarns are in its way, making
a hole without…making a hole. That’s the theory I was taught about why ballpoint needles exist.
Many of us sew with Schmetz brand “Universal” needles. These are a bit in between, where the point is sharp enough to penetrate,
but also a bit rounded—which you’d think would be kinder to all fabrics. So these needles are suitable for most sewing, knits
included.
When you want to consider buying a special needle, is when you are having problems sewing. You might find a ballpoint needle
especially helpful when sewing things that have a higher elastic content: swimsuit fabrics, dancewear fabrics, sewing through
elastic. I seek out a different needle when I feel like the one I’m using is catching on the fabric I’m trying to sew, or when my
stitches look ugly and I can’t come up with another reason for it.
Special stitch considerations
Special considerations regarding stitch choice come in when we need to maintain the stretch of a stretch fabric.
You may have heard a straight stitch referred to as a lockstitch. What happens in machine sewing, is that your needle is taking
your upper thread below the level of the fabric, and there’s a mechanism that’s looping the bobbin thread with it. (Google it, there
are some cool GIFs out there.) Both threads are carried along the top and bottom, respectively, until the next stitch when it
happens again. So basically, you’ve got these two threads lying on the top and bottom of the fabric, locked with each other at every
stitch point.
Whether or not you followed that isn’t important. The key thing is that it’s a line of thread and our sewing thread doesn’t stretch.
So you’ve basically locked up any stretch at that point.
Imagine you were going to make a t-shirt, and the neckline of the thing is going to be pretty close to your neck. You know your
neckline is smaller than your head, because you have to work those fiddly little clasps to get your necklaces on and off. The
neckline of your shirt is 15 inches around. You sew it with a straight stitch, locking it down to the 15 inches. You go to put it over
your head and what happens? You realize your big old head is over 20 inches and you’re never going to be able to wear this shirt.
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The thing is, we don’t need to maintain the stretch of the knit fabric for a lot of our seams. For side seams, shoulder seams, and
armholes, our regular stitching will do just fine. In fact, you might even find some woven tape in the shoulder seams your better
ready-made knits, added there to keep the fabric from stretching over time. So sometimes our regular straight stitching is even a
good thing, and it’s just a couple places where you need something different. Generally your pattern will tell you when you need a
“stretch stitch,” but in case it doesn’t, just keep in mind that anywhere you need to maintain stretch to get the garment on and off,
you’ll need to use a stretch stitch. This is usually going to be garment openings: sleeve and pant cuffs, necklines, waist bands, and
the shirt hems. And that’s only for things that fit close to the body. Bootleg yoga pants don’t need stretchy hems, and neither do
boat-neck t-shirts.
Often in doll clothes, you’ll find that t-shirts open in the back, for ease of dressing and preserving hairdos. You’ll probably be able
to make most of your doll shirts without every worrying about stretch stitches. And you can use knit fabrics for patterns intended
for woven fabrics without changing stitches.
Stretch stitches
But what is a “stretch stitch”? Does that mean I need a serger?
Let’s take that second question first: no, you don’t need a serger.
The most basic of the stretch stitches is the zig-zag stitch. Pretty much all home sewing machines have a zig-zag stitch setting.
Sometimes the machine is on straight stitch as long as the stitch width is set to 0, and it moves into zig-zag when you dial the
width higher. Sometimes the zig-zag is a separate stitch to button push or dial. You’ll probably want to leave your stitch length the
same as for regular sewing, and keep your width on the small to medium end of whatever range you have on your machine.
You may have other, more decorative stretch stitches on your sewing machine, and your manual should tell you which ones they
are. If you’re laughing at the thought of finding the book that came with your machine, you can a) look for a PDF replacement via
Google, or b) search for stretch stitches and compare what you find with what you have available.
Also, test some out and see what they look like and how they stretch.
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Serger stitches
I don’t love the serger for doll clothes. It moves fast, it has a knife, and it’s hard to maneuver tiny things under its big foot. And I
say that with forty years of sewing experience, part of that as a factory sewing operator with time spent on the industrial overlock
machine. It just wasn’t made for what we do. I use it for finishing some seams, and for what little narrow rolled hemming I do
(which is practically none), but I wouldn’t run out and buy one for making doll clothes.
That said, since I’m talking about stretch stitches, I’ll tell you about some of the common stitches we see on finished knit garments.
The flatlock stitch is one we see on a lot of activewear. That’s the one that looks like two or three lines of stitching, with loops of
thread running in between. It’s usually used as a finishing stitch, on a garment that’s opened out flat (as opposed to the serged
edges that are worked on the edge of the seam allowance). Some (but I don’t think all) home sergers will do this stitch, but it
requires machine adjustment, like removing the knife from the equation.
A coverstitch is actually a whole separate machine in a factory setting. This is finishing stitch that looks like a double row of
straight stitches on the top, but has loops of thread running across it on the bottom. It’s because of what’s on the bottom that it
maintains the stretch so nicely. It’s a lovely thing, everyone wants it, and only some higher-end home sergers are capable of
making this stitch.
A five-thread serger should be capable of chainstitch. This is like a straight stitch, but the bottom is a chain instead of a flat run
of thread. That would be used for seams that need to stretch, but you’re probably going to be need to stretch the fabric as you sew.
Finishing seams
I vote don’t. Since there’s no fraying problem with knits, since most seam finishes add bulk, and since we’re going to struggle a bit
with bulk in terms of scale when working with common knit fabrics, I generally don’t do anything to finish seams. If you do choose
too do so, all the means of finishing previously discussed apply. Just remember that if the seam is intended to stretch, you must
choose a seam finish that will stretch with it.
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Special handling
Now that we’ve got all that out of the way, I’ll end with the big rule that I think will help with 75% of your cases where your sewn
knits look icky.
DON’T STRETCH THE FABRIC WHILE YOU SEW.
You may not even be aware that you habitually engage in a tug of war with your sewing machine. You’re pushing the foot pedal,
which makes the feed dogs pull the fabric through the machine at the rate it needs to move, in time with the plunging of the needle
and everything else, to make you stitches come out the length you asked for.
Many people tend to a bit heavy on the foot pedal, so that the machine is moving just a little faster than what they’re comfortable
with. So, instead of using their hands to guide the direction of the fabric into the machine, they’re actually pulling back on the
fabric, unconsciously trying to hold it back and slow the stitching.
When I did factory sewing, I did a lot of knitwear. That work can be pretty boring, and things tend to get stuck in your head on a
loop sometimes. One of those most common things for me was the lyrics to “Hold on Loosely” by 38 Special. I can’t quote those for
you, for reasons of copyright (nope, not even under fair use), but you can ask The Google and read the chorus.
Now try this: put a strip of knit fabric under the machine, as though you’re going to sew across the grain. Now stretch that strip.
Without even sewing, you can already see that you’ve changed the shape of the piece. If you have a narrow strip, you can see that
you’ve made it narrower. Go ahead and sew across it, while holding it stretched. Do you come out with something that’s a bit
warped?
So the big thing with handling knits is to make sure they don’t get stretched in the sewing process, to avoid warping, which looks
ugly, and to avoid distorting the shape, which leads to inaccurate stitching.
• Slow down.
• When working on curved parts, stop often, needle down, to raise the presser foot and turn the fabric, rather than trying to
turn as you sew.
• If you find that you have a habit of pulling the fabric back toward you, make a conscious effort to gently push it toward the
machine instead. But still letting the feed dogs do their job. They’re better at it than we are.
What the product looks like tends to be more forgiving when the garment fits close to the body. On looser t-shirts, and on
garments where knits are used in place of wovens, like in dresses—that’s where I often see stitching that doesn’t look so nice. If you
just can’t get it, I’ve got a tip to stabilize the knits with interfacing, which may help. Read on.
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Stabilizing with Interfacing
I’m going to work through this idea using my Shell Yeah! pattern, which is a really easy top
that opens completely in the back. It has cap sleeves, which are cut as part of the bodice, not a
separate piece. Once you understand how this works for this pattern, you should be able to
apply the idea to others, including patterns from other companies and tutorials on the Web.
The pattern is written for using woven fabrics, with the shirt fully lined, which gives the
project neat edges and makes it look nicely tailored. But for knits, a full lining of knit fabric
would be too heavy. So the instructions for sewing it in knit fabric will tell you to omit the
lining and simply hem all the edges—including the curved neckline!
Now, if you’ve got some practice and a steady hand, or if you’re just naturally good a sewing
knits, you can do that. But for most of us, it’s going to be hard to make that happen without
things getting a little warped.
One idea to stabilize a knit, is to sew it together with a woven lining. Because the woven
pieces will hold their shape, you’ll know if your fabric is “growing” or becoming distorted as
you work. Stabilizing by using a woven lining (or interfacing) will not work for things that
need to stretch, so what we’re going to talk about is only for loose garments, like t-shirts which open up in back, open front
hoodies, etc., and for when you’re making a pattern intended for wovens, using a knit fabric.
I don’t love the idea of fully lining a knit garment, because a lining of woven fabric can look stiff and unnatural—you lose the easy
drape of the knit fabric. So in this t-shirt example, we’re going to make the lining using a lightweight, non-woven, fusible
(iron-on) interfacing. This is a product you can buy where fabrics are sold. In some places, you’ll only find it packaged in the
notions department. Other places, you can buy it off the bolt. Before we finish the garment, we’ll cut away most of the interfacing
(what would have stuck to the body of the garment, and just keep the interfacing on the stitched areas, ironing it to the fabric so
it’s nice and neat.
*Treat the fusible side (the textured side) as the wrong side of the fabric.*
Cut your lining pieces from the interfacing as you would in woven fabric. If the pattern has shoulder seams, sew those first, then
follow the directions for sewing the top with lining, sewing all the edges that need to be finished (neckline, the ends of the sleeves,
front hem, back hems). Do not use the iron between steps.
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When you turn the piece right side out, the lining will help you turn all the edges that need to be finished (hemmed). You’re going
to cut away most of the interfacing, leaving just enough to cover the raw edges of the seam allowance. Once you can spread it out
flat, as in the photo below, press the edges gently with the iron to fuse the interfacing in place. You may find it easier to fuse the
interfacing first, avoiding touching the inner areas with the heat, and then trim away everything that’s not fused in place.
In the photo below, you can see where I cut away a large part of the interfacing.
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This method preserves the drape of the knit fabric, while giving you nice edges to topstitch. You may decide not to topstitch the
edges. However, if this piece is for a child, or will get heavy use, I suggest stitching, and the stability of the interfacing will give you
a nice surface for it. And it adds realism.
All that’s left for this garment is to iron on a decal for the front (it’s great to do this while it’s still all open like this), sew the side
seams, and apply the Velcro® for the back closure.
This method can work for other patterns like the Maggie and Libby dresses, and the interfacing could also be used when making
garments out of woven fabrics, in place of a woven lining. Just take care that you fold it all the way to the inside, so that no white
peeks out!
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